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Abstract
Patient recruitment and retention are arguably the greatest challenges to the timely execution of clinical trials. This is particularly true in the case of trials involving biosimilars and those focused on rare diseases. For biosimilars, recruitment success
typically hinges on difficulty of access to reimbursement for the originator product and may be hindered by competition
from studies with other biosimilars and those with new chemical entities. For rare diseases, recruitment success depends
not only on finding enough patients but also on retaining them for the duration of the trial. Historical success with patient
recruitment—in addition to site qualifications—needs to be considered in parallel with current market competition and
results in an ever-changing patient recruitment environment. Multiple companies supporting the biopharmaceutical industry,
such as Contract Research Organizations, have begun to leverage sophisticated data modeling tools and techniques to find
additional patients for biosimilar and rare disease trials and/or to find patients more quickly. In addition, these companies
seek to better understand the population of interest and refine their statistical assumptions when conducting clinical trials
or real-world analyses. The largest and most well-established companies that support the biopharmaceutical industry now
have unparalleled access to big data from clinical trials, electronic health records, medical claims, laboratory tests, and
prescriptions. This paper will discuss how big data can be harnessed to aid patient recruitment with a focus on clinical trials
for biosimilars and orphan rare diseases.
Keywords Big data · Biosimilars · Rare diseases · Patient recruitment

Introduction to Biosimilars & Rare Diseases
Biosimilars
Biosimilars, like small molecule generics, are unusual in
that the timing of drug development is directly correlated
with the originator product’s patent expiry. When pharmaceutical executives think of biosimilars, they usually think of
Wave I biosimilars, which—due to the blockbuster status of
their originators—have been attractive targets for developers. The “waves” of biosimilars are defined by patent expiry
dates and, for purposes of this review, Wave I biosimilars
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are defined as those with patents that have already expired or
were due to expire before December 31, 2019, and Wave II
biosimilars have patents that expire between January 1, 2020
and the end of 2026. Figures 1 and 2 provide an overview
of the global biosimilar pipeline based on the earliest patent
expiration date in either the USA or European Union (EU).
A unique aspect of biosimilars is that once the most sensitive indication has been successfully studied in a Phase III
setting, it is typical for approval based on national guidance
within ICH countries to be extrapolated to all other originator indications for which the patent has expired. The most
sensitive indication refers to the one most likely to reveal a
difference between the comparator arms. Indications commonly considered by researchers to fulfill the criteria for
sensitivity have mainly been in rheumatology (e.g., rheumatoid arthritis and plaque psoriasis) or cancer (e.g., nonsmall cell lung cancer and follicular lymphoma). Extrapolation has thus allowed Wave I biosimilars—after a relatively
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Figure 1.  The Global Biosimilar Pipeline, 2013–2019 (Therapy areas
targeted for clinical trials were predicted based on publicly available
information in databases such as www.clinicaltrials.gov and IQVIA

experience in biosimilar clinical development; sales are reported from
IQVIA MIDAS 2018).

Figure 2.  The Global Biosimilar Pipeline, 2020–2026 (Therapy areas
targeted for clinical trials were predicted based on publicly available
information in databases such as clinicaltrials.gov and IQVIA expe-

rience in biosimilar clinical development. Sales are reported from
IQVIA MIDAS 2018; includes all biologics with patent expiry by
2030, however, 2026 is the maximum patent term available).

modest research effort—to gain a range of indications earned
sequentially by their blockbuster originators.
Although beyond the scope of this paper to discuss
extrapolation in more detail, for more information on how

biosimilars can be used to treat rare diseases, the Center for
Biosimilars website provides case studies in six indications
[1]. In one sense, orphan biosimilars are already available in
the USA, given that several Wave I biosimilars approved by
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FDA have orphan indications in their label; however, in all
cases, orphan indications were added by extrapolation after
the first originator biologic label approval.
Some of the Wave II orphan biologics targeted for biosimilar development will need to be studied solely in the rare
disease indication for which they were originally approved.
As an example, eculizumab (Alexion’s S
 OLIRIS®) is used
to treat patients with paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria
(PNH) and costs in the region of $500,000 per patient per
year. To develop a biosimilar of eculizumab is challenging because the originator was approved based on a very
small patient cohort (n = 40 patients in a pivotal trial). This
makes it difficult to find treatment naïve patients for additional PNH studies. In addition, the cost of the comparator
for the biosimilar development exercise might be more than
the operational costs for the biosimilar study itself. To add to
the challenges of developing biosimilars—and continuing to
use eculizumab as an example—Alexion has recently developed a new monoclonal antibody (mAb) to treat PNH with
the goal of maintaining its PNH product lifecycle. The new
product, ravulizumab ( ULTOMIRIS®), has the same indication as eculizumab (PNH). This launches with its own patent
protection, serving to limit competition in this indication.
It is interesting to note that, to date, no Wave II biosimilar
products have been approved in the EU or USA; however, it
was recently announced that Russia had approved a biosimilar of eculizumab [2].

Rare Diseases
Rare diseases were once a neglected aspect of pharmaceutical research, relegated to non-profits and philanthropic projects. But in today’s research environment, blockbuster drugs
are few and far between, and regulators are incentivizing
developers to pursue unmet needs. As a result, drug targets
are increasingly being elucidated and pharmaceutical companies are investing billions in rare disease research—with
some impressive results [3, 4].
This is great news for people who suffer from rare diseases that often have few if any treatments. However, it creates significant challenges for the biopharma companies conducting this research, particularly if they are accustomed to
running trials for common conditions that affect millions of
people worldwide.
Rare diseases have small and often widely scattered populations, so recruiting patients to trials can be extremely challenging. There is typically a lack of natural history data,
suitable animal models of disease, regulatory guidance, and
agreement on primary and secondary endpoints, as well as
genotypic and phenotypic variability within the same disease. These factors make it very difficult to define common
treatment patterns, assess how those treatments are working, and identify gaps—all of which are vital to the clinical

research process. There are no ‘silver bullet’ solutions to
these challenges, but they can be addressed, at least in part,
through big data sources, such as patient registries.
New technologies are making it easier to create registry programs that aggregate clinically rich data from electronic health record systems and other sources (e.g., Patient
Reported Outcomes [PROs], mobile devices). However, the
complexity of integrating data from numerous hospitals and
providers makes it difficult to justify the investment for a single study or rare disease. By banding together, stakeholders
can develop a common platform for collecting and managing data while maintaining governance over sponsor-specific
needs related to individual diseases of interest.
This paper provides a summary of data sources that could
help identify patients more efficiently for pivotal biosimilar
trials in rare diseases, potentially expanding competition in
biologics markets. In addition, we provide a perspective on
the role of external comparators, natural history studies, registries, and patient advocacy groups. We also briefly discuss
some of the regulatory hurdles to successful development of
biosimilars for rare diseases. This overview is augmented by
case examples.

Potential Big Data Sources
“Big data” are defined by the EMA as “extremely large
datasets which may be complex, multi-dimensional, unstructured, and heterogeneous, which are accumulating rapidly
and which may be analyzed computationally to reveal patterns, trends, and associations” [5]. Such data are increasingly helping to identify individuals with rare diseases [6]
and improve clinical trial recruitment. In healthcare, sources
of big data include electronic health records, medical claims
data, prescription data, clinical trial data, and laboratory
data—each governed differently in different countries and
subject to varying measures to protect individual patient
privacy.
The healthcare sector has historically generated large
amounts of data as hard copy, driven by record keeping,
compliance, regulatory requirements, and routine patient
care [7]. The current trend is towards digitization [8], which
can potentially make data sharing easier.
Big data requires more technological resources and complex analytical approaches for processing and analysis. Yet,
the benefits are enormous as it could provide very significant
information for the understanding and validation of statistical and medical assumptions about a particular patient
population of interest, such as details about the disease
characteristics, clinical trial design operational characteristics, dropout rates, response rates, endpoints used, and study
duration.
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Protocol Optimization
Today’s clinical trials are aimed towards precision medicine instead of taking a population-driven, “one size fits all”
approach. This requires a more tightly defined target patient
population and makes eligible patients harder to find. In the
biosimilars space, this is especially true for therapies solely
used to treat rare diseases (eculizumab, as an example).
This recruitment challenge, alongside the need to minimize protocol amendments, ensure patient retention (to
avoid loss of data), and control variability in endpoint measurements is among factors demanding a more efficient strategy for protocol optimization from clinical operations and
study design perspectives.
Real-world data (RWD)—defined by Section 505F(b) of
the FD&C Act as “data regarding the usage, or the potential
benefits or risks, of a drug derived from sources other than
traditional clinical trials” (21 U.S.C. 355g(b)) [9, 10]—and
advanced analytics (using modeling, machine-learning,
adaptive study design strategies and innovative analytical
methodologies) represent validated approaches to protocol
optimization. These can successfully accelerate study startup and patient enrollment while helping with retention and
maximizing the probability of detecting a treatment effect
when one truly exists.
When assessing a proposed study protocol, considering
existing RWD—as well considering products in the commercial pipeline—can give the biosimilar sponsor an idea of
which study strategy would be the least burdensome to the
proposed participants and their caregivers. Best practice dictates that every protocol is reviewed to make sure that each
element affecting the study design, the estimand, and the
execution of the study is fully evaluated and cross-checked
by an expert interdisciplinary team. This team provides
insights from regulatory, operational, clinical, and statistical perspectives.
For rare disease studies, increasingly sophisticated
approaches are needed to track down and select eligible
patients—who may be even more elusive if the study is
focusing on a specific patient subset such as those with a
mutation that qualifies them for a gene therapy. The use of
master protocols—intended to simultaneously evaluate more
than one investigational drug and/or more than one disease
subtype within the same overall trial structure—combined
with enriched adaptive designs have proven to be of great
value in achieving this goal.
Beyond conventional tactics such as discussions with
patient advocacy groups, leading academic centers and
specialist centers focused on a particular disease (or set
of diseases), a new strategy involves the identification of
a “digital footprint” that mirrors or follows the patient. In
pursuit of that goal, data analytics could include a review of
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electronic health records, prescription data, laboratory data,
medical imaging data, and ICD-10 codes (if available; and
especially if unique [e.g., not clumped with other sets of
similar diseases as occurs in the muscular dystrophies, for
example: Duchenne and Becker MD are clumped together
in one ICD-10 code]).
Applying these approaches to a delivery strategy can
help to ensure an optimal country mix, identify the most
appropriate patients and sites, minimize risks to quality, and
increase the chance of meeting project timelines.

External Comparators & Single‑Arm Trial
Designs
As referenced in the ICH-E10 guideline [11], the type of
control group selected in a clinical trial could be based on
any the following: inferences that can be drawn from the
trial, ethical acceptability of the trial, degree of bias in conducting and analyzing the study, subjects that are relatively
easy to recruit, pace of recruitment, endpoints, credibility
of the results (to the public and scientific community), and
acceptance of the results by regulatory authorities.
There are increasing challenges in the research of products treating rare diseases, orphan diseases, and other therapeutic areas in which patient recruitment/availability and
treatment options are limited. As a result, regulators are
increasingly considering the use of novel trial designs—like
external comparators from RWD, adaptive design features,
and master protocols—to enable accelerated approvals.
Alongside the use of external comparators from RWD,
adaptive design features, and master protocols, the use of
single-arm trial designs is becoming particularly prevalent
in rare diseases (and may become more relevant when developing biosimilars of biologics used to treat rare diseases).
This is due to their ability to speed up patient recruitment,
and because any alternative approach might be unethical
(particularly in fatal rare diseases) or impractical (due to the
small patient populations).
A recent study found that a group of rare disease patients
expressed the desire to “decrease the chance of being allocated to the placebo arm of a trial as much as possible. The
new intervention that is tested is perceived as a new possible
treatment, and patients are hopeful that they may benefit
from it; it may be their only source of hope” [12].
Single-arm trial designs remove a significant barrier for
patient recruitment, as all patients are assigned to the active
intervention. One of the challenges for researchers using single-arm trial designs is the lack of an internal control, which
limits the ability to derive comparative data to benchmark
the results from the trial. To address this challenge, rare disease researchers are increasingly developing historical controls from published literature or network meta-analyses to
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provide comparative information for single-arm trials. However, there is growing interest in using an external comparator from RWD, to enable a greater level of matching between
the subjects in the study and the comparator population. In
addition, the comparator population may reflect more contemporaneous information with respect to the treatment arm
than data from published literature. These advantages can
enable generation of more compelling comparative evidence
with stronger validity to submit to regulators and payers.
Particularly relevant to rare disease research is the ability to
leverage RWD sources such as existing disease registries or
data from “natural history of disease” studies to select the
external comparator arm [13, 14].
Although studies using external comparators require
rigorous evaluation of the source for the comparator group
during the design and implementation phase to minimize
any inherent differences between trial data and RWD, there
is precedent for regulators to consider the use of external
comparator data for submissions that involve single-arm
designs [15–18]. Furthermore, there is evidence that external comparators can augment health technology assessment
(HTA) submissions and support market access objectives
[19]. Although the utility and validity of external comparators from RWD will ultimately be determined by a variety
of stakeholders across the healthcare ecosystem (particularly
regulators and payers), this approach may continue to gain
traction in rare diseases as a viable alternative to trials with
internal controls, where placebo or standard of care represents an unpalatable option for patients or where trials are
experiencing slow or unsuccessful recruitment.
It should also be noted that external comparators can be
combined with non-concurrent control groups and RWD and
can also be used in the post-approval setting as well as in
single-arm observational studies.

Ethical Issues
The use of a hybrid study design—combining small placebo groups and an external control—can be a practical
and efficient solution to reduce bias and increase efficiency
of the trial in detecting an effect when one exists. Beyond
benchmarking single-arm trial data, an external comparator could be used to augment understanding of the placebo
effect within placebo-controlled trials. This would be helpful
especially in cases where the randomization ratio is higher
than 1:3, recognizing that a lower chance of receiving placebo could increase the likelihood of a positive treatment
effect (associated with the placebo effect). Such approaches
are becoming more acceptable from the regulatory perspective, as highlighted by the fact that the FDA is now piloting
a Complex Innovative Trial Design (CID) Program [20, 21].

Considerations When Using External Control Groups
in Clinical Trials
As all patients will receive the experimental drug, the
study will likely be more attractive to patients, physicians
and other stakeholders, which will lead to better recruitment rates, higher retention rates (fewer missing data), and
higher compliance rates. Highly trained teams and standardized procedures will minimize variability. External control
groups from RWD on disease natural history are a valuable
source to understand non-specific effects that are not directly
attributable to either placebo or active treatment.

Patient Registries, Natural History Studies,
and Patient Advocacy Groups
Patient registries—defined by the Agency for Healthcare
Research and Quality (AHRQ) as organized systems that use
observational research methods to collect data for the scientific assessment of patient outcomes [22]—are potentially
important sources of big data. Registries can vary in sophistication from simple Microsoft Excel spreadsheets accessible only by a small group of physicians, to highly complex
databases covering several diseases that are accessed online
across multiple institutions. Currently, however, many registries are only offered in one geographic area or for just a
select number of diseases.
Registries can be useful to identify patients for global
trials, protect patients’ rights, meet patient expectations,
and expedite drug development. They can therefore support
efforts to develop treatments not only for the most severe or
most common types of rare disease but also, perhaps more
importantly, for those diseases that are not supported by well
financed advocacy groups.
Rapid identification of patients with rare diseases is
important not only for trial recruitment but also for broader
engagement with these individuals and their families, to
inform and support the overall research effort and empower
advocacy activities.
Natural history studies are another powerful source of
big data. A natural history study is defined by the National
Cancer Institute as “a study that follows a group of people
over time who have, or are at risk of developing, a specific
medical condition or disease” and “a study that collects
health information to understand how the medical condition
or disease develops and how to treat it.” Much of the data on
natural history in rare diseases is collected by patient advocacy groups. Some of the largest patient advocacy groups
have the largest databases of patients. Examples in the USA
include patients with cystic fibrosis (Cystic Fibrosis Foundation), Duchenne muscular dystrophy (Parent Project Muscular Dystrophy and Cure Duchenne), and spinal muscular
atrophy (SMA Foundation).
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Summary
Identifying patients with rare diseases for clinical trial drug
development purposes is challenging.
Big data can be of value for improving our understanding of rare disease patient populations. This is especially
true if a “digital footprint”—the trail of medical records that
accompanies each de-identified patient in a healthcare database—can be ascertained.
However, when ICD-10 codes are unavailable or ambiguous (e.g., multiple rare diseases may be classified by one
code), or when there are no unique prescription therapies
to treat a patient with a rare disease prior to the proposed
interval for clinical trial enrollment, EHR, medical claims,
and prescription data may be less useful. Nonetheless, in
these cases, a knowledge of patient advocacy groups, key
opinion leaders (KOLs) at academic centers, and registry
databases may be useful adjunct sources of data that can be
used to identify patients with rare diseases.
Big data may also be of value for finding additional
patients for biosimilar trials. As more Wave II originator
products are targeted for biosimilar drug development,
sponsors may need to generate pivotal data based on small
numbers of patients with rare diseases. Furthermore, the
potential for the use of RWD to augment small clinical trials appears promising, though not yet fully worked out.
Although in some cases it may be ethically justified to
request a waiver from the ICH regulatory agencies for a
Phase III orphan biosimilar trial, for the foreseeable future,
it appears that data from a Phase III trial will be required for
registration. It is best to review any proposed clinical trial
design for orphan biosimilar registration with the appropriate regulatory agency prior to implementation.
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